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Heat help
for students
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by Marc Larrivee
Staff Writer
If short of cash and in
need of heat students can
apply to the Home Energy
Assistance Program.
Starting Nov. 14, Orono
residents can apply at the
Orono administrative office
for heat assistance, said Julie.
Magoon, HEAP contact
person.
"If you live off campus
and have your ovaPplace you
are eligible to apply," she
said.
Magoon said HEAP has a
new formula,' called a
"matrix
system,"
to
calculate eligibility for
assistance.
"Points are given to people depending on such things
as income and number of
people in a household,"
Magoon said.
She said living in Orono
will give you greater points
because it is colder in the
Northern part of the state.
If one lives in a building
heated by electricity, he or
she will get a high of six„
points but natural gas heat
will only be worth 2 points,
Magoon said.
If you are elderly, handicapped or under 24
months old you gain a point
on your total, she said.
These people will be able
to apply between Nov. 3 and
Nov. 14, before other applicants, said Magoon.
"We multiply the number
of total points by $26, and
this is the amount of
assistance someone will
get," she said.
When students apply, if
they work they should bring
pay stubs and their bill from
the university.
"People with work-study
jobs also need to bring their
pay stubs," she said.
Magoon said only people
living in Orono should apply at the administrative
office.
Students living in Old
Town must apply at Penquis
Cap Inc. in Bangor. Magoon
said.
Pat Averill, director of
HEAP, said workers will be
be available in Old Town on
Monday
outreach every
after the program begins.
Averill said HEAP has
been re-authorized for the
next four years, but money
has not been appropriated by
the legislature for this
period.
I.
"Money for\tbis program
is still up ii the air."
Averill said.

Campus landmark desecrated
by Mark Kellis
Staff Writer,
On the western edge of campus, by the cannons that
point to the Stillwater River, lies a University of Maine
landmark.
This landmark was recently vandalized and is soon to
be cut down.
The landmark? A hollow tree which is located next to
Hancock Hall and in front of Wingate Hall.
According to Peter Dufour, associate director of
maintenance, the tree has a lot of history behind it.
"Back in the 1950's, instead of seeing how many
students could be fit into a telephone booth, the craze
was to see how many students could be fit into the
tree," he said.
On the side of the tree which faces the Wingate Hall,
a hole in the bark, 8 feet by 2 feet, provides entrance to
the interior. Four people could comfortably stand upright
in the interior.
The days of stuffing the hollow tree with students will
soon be over.
The beginning of the end for the hollow tree began last
fall when a wind storm cracked the top portion of the
tree in several places, Dufour said.
These cracks severely weakened the upper trunk, so 55
feet were cut off the 80 foot poplar.
This left a 25 foot base which is entirely hollow and
approximately 6 feet wide.
Dufour said the maintenance crew had planned to
preserve the remaining 25 feet, but in September someone
decided the hollow portion would be a good place to start
a bonfire.
"Our intention was to put a cap on it, and preserve it
for nostalgic purposes. But the tree acted as a chimney
when someone lit that fire," Dufour said.
The entire inside of the tree,is now charred and will
be cut down "anytime now," said Dufour.
A contractor from Milo will perform the job, he said.
"It's a shame it has to be cut down. That tree has been
there forever and ever," said Nancy Dysart, director of
alumni activities.
Brownie Schrumpf, from the UMaine class of 1925, said
the tree was in existence while she was in school.
Schrumpf said the tradition of pinning, when a fraternity brother gave his sweetheart his fraternity pin, often
took place at the hollow tree.
Nancy Schulz Simpson, of the UMaine class of 1976,
said "A campus landmark has been desecrated. We
brought our kids to Homecoming to show them some
memorable spots on campus, the hollow tree being one
of them. We were disappointed."

The hollow tree which stands near the cannons.

(Pierce photo)

Committee to study constitutionality
by Linda McGivern
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate voted to form
an ad-hoc committee that would research the
constitutionality of the senate in light of recent questions concerning its adherence to
student government bylaws.
Kurt Forsgren, off-campus senator, suggested the formation of this committee at the
Wednesday meeting in response to recent
controversy surrounding the insufficient
number of off-campus senators.
"This is mostly an exercise to understand
what has been done and what we will do
about it," said Forsgren.
The student government constitution
states that the GSS should comprise "not
more than 55 and not less than 35
members." There are currently 48 senators
in GSS.
At the previous GSS meeting, senators
sponsored a resolution that would have

assigned the remaining senate seats to offcampus students.
Eric Goodness from the Fair Election
Practice Commission said adding six seats
to the current senate would still not make the
senate apportionment correct.
Some dormitory seats were arbitrarily
assigned during the apportionment period
before elections, said Goodness.
This is a violation of the student government constitution, which states the composition of the GSS must be based on student
population within a given representation.
The disparity has occurred because the
GSS should be composed of more offcampus, graduate, and fraternity senators.
Goodness said a few of the dorms with the
least apportionment may have their senate
seats taken away.
Later in the meeting, a resolution to
allocate $345 for a student government computer was unanimously approved by the
senate.

The money would be used to purchase
software and a double-sided disk drive for
the computer.
In addition, a resolution to pay the $91.95
balance due for Maine Day expenses charged to the Student Alumni Association was
also unanimously approved by the senate.
Forsgren said the Executive Budget Committee "does not normally practice" funding
old balances, but an exception should be
made due to the nature of the debt.
"The expenses were incurred by a good
student turnout," he said. "That's not
something we want to discourage."
Scott Anchors, in his report on Residential Life, told senate members that the
Residential Life offices expect to have two
comprehensive reports returned to them
within the next few weeks.
Anchors also said Residential Life is trying to keep room and board rates as low as
possible, and it hopes to strengthen the lines
of communication with the student body.
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Bigney appointed assistant vice-chancellor
by Jennifer Giu
Staff Writer

moted to the -offiee of assistant vice
chancellor of human resources.
Employed at the Orono campus for
more than 12 years, Bigney left her position on Oct. 22.

Former Director of Employee Relations, Tracy B. Bigney has been pro-
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think its -a- big challenge, and
because it is such a challenge, it's a little
scary," Bigney said.
Bigney worked for six years at the
Social Science Research Institute, a
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survey research group, before joining
employee relations in 1980.
Employee relations is responsible for
all aspects of the campus union's collective bargaining, personnel relations,
employee benefits and the daycare
center, Bigney said.
She was promoted within the department in September of 1985.
Bigriey said her new position will entail working on the system level to
resolve items such as employee contracts.
The office of human resources also
handles employee benefits and personnel grievances.
"There is greater responsibility for
policy development at this level," she
said.
Bigney earned her BA. in political
science in 1974 at the Orono campus and
her M.A in history.
Dale MacDonald, the director of personnel services is acting .dtmctor of
employee relations.
"Other people have been given parts
of her job until a full-time director is
hired," MacDonald said.
A national job search is being con.
ducted to replace Bigney, said Elaine
_Albright. the chair of the committee.
"We hope to be reviewing applications
before Thanksgiving," she said, "we'd
like to have someone as soon as possible."
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New mainframe computer proposed by Dale Lick

by Robert Hardy
Staff Writer
—

University of Maine President Dale
W. Lick is considering a plan to install
a new mainframe computer on campus.
"I have raised the question about
bringing a Control Data Corporation
mainframe computing system to campus," said Lick last week in a memo
to faculty and staff.
The technical name for the computer
is CDC Cyber 830. Lick said he is interested in a model with dual processors
and PLATO.
"This is a relatively large mainframe
computer and it would give us a new instructional delivery system, complementing our present on-campus systems and
providing greater computer assisted instruction and computer managed instruction opportunities for both on and
off campus," Lick said.
George Markowsky, chairman and
professor of computer science, said he
recommends further study on the matter.
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"This is still in the discussion stage.
I think what the president is saying is
look, here is a system that has
capabilities. A lot of people agree we
could be doing more to use computers
in education.
"The president likes PLATO because
he's familiar with it but I'd like to see a
clear plan on exactly what we want to do,
money to spend, and what is the best
system that should be looke4 at,"
Markowsky said.
He said there are many systems
available, and he recommended further
study to determine which system is best
for UMaine.
"If we know how much money we can
spend, we can look atill these issues and
put together the most cost effective solution. The fact that the president is looking at this is good because it's a move
in the direction of working out problems:' Markowsky said.
To increase familiarity with the Cyber
830 and PLATO, Lick has scheduled
demonstrations at three universities that
have it. (see MAINFRAME page 4)
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Paula ASHTON on: JOBS,
ENVIRONMENT,
JUSTICE, and the 'TWO MAINES'
As I have campaigned this fall, and spoken with so many of you about your concerns, perhaps the most frequently mentioned
has been the fear of having to leave Maine in order to secure a good job. Statistics indicate many of our best and brightest
don't
have decent employment prospectives after graduation - I want to help change all that. l will propose a formal, cooperative
arrangement between the University of Maine and the Maine business community, to establish common goals and opportunities. I
will also encourage the Maine Legislature to work on improving its relationship with business, and to actively promote the
location and expansion of clean. environmentally sound industry. If we don't act on these problems, Maine will last become little
more than a Vacationland for the rest of New England.
On the environment, voters in District 130 have never had a clearer choice between candidates. Most of the economic development which takes place in Maine is due to the quality of` life found here. That cannot be sacrificed for short term gain. Monitoring and controlling acid rain, strict regulation of chemical insecticides, properly managing hazardous waste, sound forestry
practices, providing resources for wildlife management and acquisition, correcting the underground tank, and strictly enforcing waterquality standards statewide will be priorities of mine. The Maine League of Conservation voters gave my opponent a low
45%
rating on environmental issues, many of which I just outlined. This distict's concern for our environment was not reflected
by the
incumbent's voting record.
Justice: The problems facing our criminal justice system are many, and exceedingly complex. The answers cannot always
be
found in bricks and mortar. tor simply making more prisons) any more than the key to quality education would be solved in
building more schools. Although I will support the bond issue for additional prison space in critical areas. 1 will also encourage
alternative sentencing for persons who pose no threat to the community. Shoplifters and rapists don't belong in the same
cellblock. I will support measures to allow Maine judges the ability to deny bail to persons convicted of violent crimes.
The "two Maine s" concept has become a political football at election time, a phrase so easy for politicians to invoke, but so
hard for them to act upon in office. The University of Maine is a prime example of this struggle to unite northern and southern
Maine. We must maintain Orono's flagship campus status, which remains the key element to much of northern Maine's economic
growth and stability. Moving the chancellor's office out of this area is another example of a regional shift of resources which
must not take place. I am aware of these trends, and will bring that awareness to the legislature, along with action.

ASHTON.
LEADERSHIP for UMAINE.
VOTE NOV. 4
Paid for by: Committee to Elect Ashton, Mary-Anne Saxl chairperson, Ed Hanson
treasurer
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"Just about anything you want to
continuedfrom page 3) know you can pick up," Krotkov said.
It can manage a students progress in
a curriculum through a series of lab exercises, he said.
day, Nov., 3 at 9 a.m. ancI•2 p.m. in the
Krotkos said art instructional course
North and South Lawn Rooms.
can be set up so students either on or off
A two-day visit to the University of
campus can proceed through a course at
Delaware will take place for five of 15
a rate convenient to them.
UMaine staff.
"This requires a change in the
A one-day visit to the University of
philosophy of how you teach and treat
Connecticut is being arranged for three
individual students' strengths and
to five engineering faculty members.
weaknesses and how we deliver educaFinally, a one-day visit to the Univertion in an educational setting," Gaede
sity of Massachusetts, Amherst will also
said.
take place.
According to Gaede, the PLATO has
Pete Krotkov, staff assistant for the
been successful at work.
UMass Computer Science Dept., said
"It's been very popular in industry
their system is not as complete as other
where learning goals are matched with
universities having PLATO, but he said
limited time. In school, the student does
there are still instructional programs in
not waste time sitting through a lecture
several areas.
if he may already know the material,
"We don't have all the operating
because the computer is smart enough
facilities here but you can take extended
to know what the student's individual
course on calculus or foreign
needs are."
language."
For example, Gaede said, a student
He said German, Japanese, French,
who wants to take a course at 2 a.m.
Chinese and Russian are among the
could.
choices.
. He said this requires self discipline on
the bases of the student in that he must
assume more responisbility for learning.
"In the final analysis, no one learns

*Mainframe
Dr. Owen taede,director of planning
and computing services at Georgia
Southern College, described the mainframe computer's features.
He said the system was installed at his
campus last January at a cost of
5250,000, adding that the technology
PLATO provides could never become
obsolete.
"It's hardly obsolete. Costs have fallen
to a tenth of what they were 10 years ago.
It looks like PLATO will explode and in
10 years, there will be nothing on the
market to compete with it," Gaede
said.
He described the uses of PLATO. One
of these is computer managed instruction which assesses strengths and
weakness of students and matches the
information with needs, Gaede said.
Gaede will demonstrate its use by a
live telephone hook-up to a Cyber 830
system located elsewhere. This will be
done from the Memorial Union, Mon.

Our Lady of Wisdom Parish,

unless they are willing to take some
responsibility for themselves."
Other uses include communications
applications, Gaede said.
• Specifically, full electronic mail between the students and the instructor.
He said at some universities, "group
notes" can be viewed by an entire faculty and students with questions and
comments.
"A discussion can occur with no need
for the parties involved to be physicaly
present."
For example, Gaede said, Physics instructor could set up notes and students
could enter the file allowing questions
by any students on any topic
A total instructional system is fully
adaptable to UMaine's current systems
depending upon its use, Gaede said.
Gaede said PLATO incorporates a
library of between 15,000 and 20,000
hours of course ware. The course ware,
he said, is written by hundreds of professors and undergraduate students.
"It took a period of time to get the
software installed down here. We're up
and running now."
He said most of the use at Georgia
Southern College is by the science
departments. Chemistry students, he
said, are doing lessons on PLATO.
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CONCERT HALL

THE CLANCY
BROTHERS with
Robbie O'Connell
plus
NORTHEAST WINDS
Saturday, Nov. 1, 8:00 p.m.

What:

Senior Portraits and last chance
to sign up

Where: Old Town Room
When:

Direct from Ireland performing
the best in traditional and
contemporary Irish music.
Plus more Irish fun and
songs of the sea with Maine's
own Northeast Winds of
Kennebunk.
Supported by a grant from Shaw's Supermarkets
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to have your Senior Portrait. Portraits will be taken
the weeks of Oct. 27, Nov. 3, and Nov. 10 from
9 a.m to 5 p.m. The portraits are free and will only be taken on these dates.
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Environmental activists seek state seats
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)— Once content to fight for change from outside of
state government, a surprisingly large
number of anti-nuclear and environmental activists are aiming to move inside
this year — as candidates for the
Legislature.
"Environmentalists are accepted, not
as outside agitators, but as people who
can make a difference from the inside," said Christine J. Hartman, a
Maine Nuclear Referendum Committee
board member and Democrat who will
try to unseat Rep. Stephen M. Zirnkilton, RSeal Harbor.
"All of a sudden these people can win.
They're not just people who eat
granola," added Ms. Hartman, of Lamoine, who led the successful referendum campaign last year to give Maine
voters veto power over any state plan for
a low-level radioactive waste dump.
James W. Dow of Bowdoinham, who
left his job as lobbyist for the Natural

Resources Council of Maine, the state's
largest environmental group, to run for
the Senate, sees "a great interest in a
variety of subjects under the heading of
environmental,"
"One of the issues generating increasing public concern is coastal development," said the Democrat, who faces
Republican state Rep. Pamela L. Cahill
of Woolwich.
Leaders of both parties agree that the
crop of former activists running for the
Legislature is unusually large this year,
but not always on why.
House Majority Leader John N. Diamond, D-Bangor, and his Republican
counterpart, Minority Leader Thomas
W. Murphy Jr., agree that the threat this
year of a nuclear dump being placed in
Maine prompted many activists to run.
That debate "politically matured a lot
of (activists) in the eyes of the public,"
Diamond said.
Murphy, R-Kennebunk, concurred,

saying the controversy provided "the
right (political) environment in which to
run."
But Maine GOP chairman Loyall

Sewall said the activists were recruited by
a "panicked" Democratic Party that
lacked other candidates. Diamond
denied that assertion, noting that some
(see ENVIRONMENT Page 8)
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"The Job Finders"
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One of Bangor's fastest growing and
most progressive employment agencies
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENTS
RESUME SERVICE
COUNSELING
SCREENING/TESTING
Many Opportunities for Students
118 Harlow Street, Bangor
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THE SCOOP, DAY BY DAY
Thursday: October 30 STRETCHING YOUR DOLLARS SERIES "Workshop on
Income Tax
Preparation" Wayne Ingalls. Lecturer in Accounting & Mao Ann Ingalls, C A. Bangor
P
311 p.m ,
Bangor Lounges
Theasdaj, October 30 - Swedax Noweenber 1
Maine Masque "The Cave Dwellers" 8 p.m . Pay illion
Theater Also 2 p.m.. November 21 Call 581-1755 Co- ticket information.
today. October 31
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T.G.I.F. Nano Ogle. soprano and Kathryn Ann Foley. piano. 12,15 p.m Sutton

Frahm October 31
Rooms

FO'C'SLE. Paul Gutman. guitar and Spanish musx & song 730 pm

Friday. October 31
Auditorium

Stephen King Films, "Children of the Corn" and "Firestarter"
'
p.m

Sautedaa Nourember I

Loan

Hauck

BREAK AWAY Boston day ohs. Call 581-1794 for more information. Fee.

Samna., Murother 1 MAINE BOUND Intermediate Rock Climbing Call 581-1793
for more infor- matron Advance registration usually required 2 day adventure.

Hs.

Saturday. November I Maine Omar Mt the Ans. Concert wrth The Clancy Brother,
and Northeast
Winds 8 p m. Call 581.1755 for information.
Someday. November 1
Audnortum

SEA MOVIE "Dal M for Murder" 7 and 930 pm

Maude,, November 1
on, Town ROOM,

FO'C'SLE. Enc Sheldon. gutter & smals ortmnal and folk music 7,10p.m.
-

Sande,. Notember 2
Bangor lounge

I.er

TANDW/CH CINEMA. ham "Jews" 12 noon. SEA. Roan.

bows, Hauck

Faintly Enertamment Series Video, "B111 Cosby's Picture Pages" 1,30 p.m.

.Wonday. November 3 American Music Week. Music of Diane Lmwott with
the Highland Trio,
'Michelle Dube. Jay Bregman, and Darryl Rhodes 1115 p.m. Sutton lounge
Saundra 1%ovember I SEARCH Study. Skills Information. "Superlearrung
" with Clyde Folsom,
ounseltng Center 12,15 p.m, 5 Bangor Lounge.

30

Wondon November 3 Maine CCM.' for the Arts. Marian McPartland duo
and the Twentieth Century.
Alusic Ensemble 8 p.m. Call 581-1755 foe informanon.

Is.

Annehey. Nonentber 4 Women In Curraulurn. "Irish Peasant Women in Revolt The
land League
Years" wah Janet TeBrake. lecturer in History. 1115 p.m Bangor Lounge

Wednesday: November 5

Stephen king films, "Cum" and "Chrestint" 7 p.m

Hauck Audttoriurn.

Thursday, November 6
American Marx Week. Music of Theloni. Monk with Gary Winner.
guitar
12,15 p m . Sutton lounge
Tharsday. ,November 4 STRETCHING YOUR DOLLARS. "SRA% and IRA',
in the Aftermath of Tax
Reform" Present°, Melt in T McClure, Professor of Accounting. 3,15
per. Bangor Lounge.
Thursday, November 6 Maine Center for he Arts. Stephen King lecture "The
Fantasy Myth-Pout
1.ight and Dark; Doctor Seuss as Jekyll and Hyde" "1:313 pea
Thursday, November 6 SEARCH. Study'Skills Information. "Test Takingwith Dan Snuth 12.15
pm , S Bangor lounge.
Advance 'Yorke (oh Annual UM Arneteur An Compteition and Exhibit Deadluve
Noy 1" Open
Student, tacultv, and staff Cash prizes Guallines avaitabk In Director's rrffice, Memorial
Union
Niettimsof .Ntretette Fhlurags. Apphcattons for and information on the National Student
Exchange Program are now available to students with a 25 or above OP A This prograrn presides
alt opportunity
for L'notruty of Maine students to attend more than Leitissautions throughout the
Umited States for
one or two semesters beaming in the fall of 1987. These colleges art in places as tar
reaching as the
Virgin Islands, California. and the Hawaiian Islands. and as C106e as %lasses...tits
Connie, Ted Mitchell. second floor of the Manonal Than. or call 581.1417 for more tnformatton
SEARCH for Mader,* Samna SEARCH, the study skills component of the Student
Services, will Noffering the last four fall workshops for the semester These include, Nov 3. Superlearning
at 1115
Nov. 4, Sires, Management at 3:15 in the F FA. room. Nov. 6, Test Taking at
1115. Nov. 10. Time
Management at 12.15. The 12:15 workshops will be presented in the South Henget lounge
Few add,
tional information ore to discuss assess difficulties that might anse while studying. sontaci
Dan Smith,
Commuter Services Offrce. 581-1820
Youth adventure Day - Shank, with ,Nantre for tirade, 4. 6. A day of coopereti,
entoromental ac
tomes designed to reach children about nature rn the fall is planned for November
11 Limited emoll
went Reservations art necessary and there is a 55 fee Call Maine Bound lot more infturnatton,
581 ,
1 94

WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY THURSDAY FOR
'The Scoop' PROGRAMS AND INFORMATION
FROM THE CENTER FOR STUDENT
SERVICES

The Daily Maine Campus. Thursdav October
30, IA

Editorial
Vote to support UMaine
W
ith the Nov. 4 elections quickly ap
proaching, it becomes increasingly im-

portant to stress the necessity of
participating in
the vote. Too often, students pay little attention to
their role in the democratic process.
But it is particularly important in this election
that all of us vote in favor of bond issue No, 9.
The bond issue would award the University of
Maine System $7.7 million in much needed
revenue, and would, if passed, demonstrate that the
people of Maine do support higher education in
the state.
The University of Maine would receive the
largest portion of the money. Among other things,
$1.6 million would got to an upgraded computer
system for the library, and funds would be
available for renovations to Aubert Hall.
The computer system, in particular, would be a
welcome addition not only to UMaine, but to
many other universities in the system.
_
It would allow students to chock books out of
other campus libraries through the computer and
would make UMaine System libraries considerably
more convenient.
In addition to the proposed computer system for
the library, the bond money would fund renovations to Aubert Hall. Francis Brown, UMaine
board of trustees member said in a recent article in

The Daily Maine Campus that the ventilation in
these labs is "atrocious." Because of the poor ventilation, students using these labs are more apt to
be exposed to harmful gases in the laboratory area.
Clearly, this is one indication the bond issue needs
support to be passed, when the general welfare and
safety of UMaine students is at stake
Another important area in which money
generated through the bond issue would
significantly enhance UMaine is that of handicap
accessibility to buildings around campus. Because
UMaine is the largest institution of higher learning
in the state, it seems reasonable to expect campus
facilities and buildings to be accessible to all
students.
But the future of UMaine funding is not the only issue at stake in these elections. Here is out'
chance to voice our approval/disapproval of the
candidates and issues slated for the vote
4.
Students should take advantage of their right to
have a say in the democratic process.

L
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Jessica Lowell —1
Fairy tales
and education- -What do The Wizard of Oz, The Diary
of A`iine Frank, and certain fairy tales have
in common?
Well, it seems that fundamentalist
students have been expelled from schools
in Hawkins County, Tenn., for refusing to
ad these books because they violate their
religious freedoms.
Federal Judge Thomas Hull ruled that
schools allow objecting students to "opt out
of reading class" with the understanding
that they will be taught reading at home by
parents or tutors.
This is public education we're talking
about here, not private schools.
The educational system in America, I
will freely admit, is not perfect. There are
history textbooks that devote only one
paragraph to George Washington, the
founder of our country (such as it is), and
five paragraphs to Marilyn Monroe, the
woman who proved that bleached blondes
do indeed have more fun.
There are also history books that ignore
the role that religion played in the discovery
and subsequent settlement of the New
World.
To the current brouhaha we also can add
a touch of the Scopes trial of 1925, and the
contention that biology books should explain creationism as well as evolution.
Who should decide what is taught in the
public schools? Seven families in Tennessee?
Who should make up the core curriculum?
Whatever happened to the marketplace of
ideas approach to learning?
A lot of the school books that are being
published have been sanitized to the degree
that no one is offended. If no one is offended, no one will be put in a position to argue
for his or her beliefs, nor will anyone ever
be forced to think about what is being
taught them. So they are not being
educated, they are being informed.
What's so wrong with The Wizard ofOz?
My parents are not active in the practices
of the occult, but neither do they object to
my watching the movie on the grounds that
a witch can portray a force for good, or
because courage, intelligence, and compassion are shown to be learned and not gifts
of God.
What's so wrong with books that show
people to be world citizens, as oppposed to
xenophobic
for-God-and-country
Americans? As much as we'd like to believe
that we can get along without the rest of
the world, it isn't true. Isn't that degree of
xenophobia what we can't understand
about fundamentalist Moslems in the Middle East?
At this point I can only say that I defend
the right to freedom of religion as much as
I would (and do)the rights of the free press.
And I would not deny that expelling the
children of the seven families in Tennessee
on the grounds that they wouldn't read
books that were questionable to them was
unfair.
But what I would argue for here is a
reevaluation of the educational system and
the books used. The more ideas, the better. After all, those who can assimilate the
information of our changing world will only understand it better.
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"On sure, I just love midterms. In fact, they're my favorite pastime
outside of watching soap operas and eating refined sugar."

Ashton is for education
To the editor:
I must clarify the letter written by Mr. Wolfhagen (Maine
Campus 10/29) to alleviate any
misconceptions about the
Maine Teachers' Association
endorsement in District 130.
It is unfortunate that Mr.
Wolfhagen would use his influential position to present only half of the story — several factors were conspicuous by their
absence.
First, no mention was made
of Paula Ashton's exceptionally positive interview, and her
answers to questions on educa-

tion. In discussing her interview
with MTA officials in Augusta
earlier this week, it was said that
her responses were excellent,
and very pro-education. That
fact should have been included
in Mr. Wolfhagen's letter.
But what should have been
included also was the inclination of the MTA (an unspoken
policy) to endorse on the basis
of incumbency when all other
factors are neutralized.
This process only detracts
from the excellent work the
MTA is involved in during the
rest of the year. The responsible

course of action, when two candidates are perceived as strong
on similar issues, would be to
endorse neither candidate.
Paula's commitment and
energies will focus on the quality of education at all levels
when she is elected to the 113th
Legislature, and she plans to
work-Closely with MTA/NEA
on issues of importance despite
their hasty decision this fall.
Sincerely,
Mary-Anne Saxl

To the editor:
Recently, the fourth floor
residents of Corbett Hall
organized a volleyball team.
Rules stated that there must be
8 players, 4 girls and 4 guys. A
minimum of6 players are to be
on the court at one time.
When we received the game
schedule, we found that our
team name had been omitted.
When calling the intramural office to find out why we weren't
on the schedule, we were informed that we needed 10
players on the roster and our
team had to been combined
with a team from first floor
Corbett Hall.
We now have a team of 17
players. We were not informed
by anyone in the intramural office about this change.
We were told this change was
made because many games had
been forfeited by other teams
from Corbett Hall. Does this
mean every time a Corbett team
signs up for a sprot they will

have to be combined with
another team? As many people
know, volleyball is a quick game
and 17 players just aren't going
to see a lot of playing time.
Our floor is proud of our
volleyball team. Last year,
fourth floor Corbett came in second in the Ooze-ball tournament on Maine Day and our
girls' team won the championship in our league. We are
devoted to the sport and have
never forfeited a game before.
For the intramural office to
assume that we would forfeit
just because of the dorm we live
in is an injustice.
We hope that in the future,
intramural teams will be treated
with a little more respect,
regardless of what dorm they
represent.
Sincerely,
Kathy Vane
Amy Pedersen
Linda Welch
Stephanie Hosterman

Young girls shouldn't have to tell parents
To the editor:
It is my understanding that
you are concerned, as I am,
with the problem of teen
pregnancy. As an Obstetrician,
I deal with this problem daily
and would like to share with
you the experience and
knowledge I have acquired on
this complex matter.
Maine adolescents do have a
significant number of unintended pregnancies. The fact is, a
number of teens become sexually active without using birth
control. Given the fact that upwards of 50 percent of teens
over the age of 16 are in this
group we, as a society, are fac-

ed with only two choices.
We must encourage the use of
contraception or we must deal
with the consequences of
unintended pregnancies. I
understand that these are tough
choices and the easy answer is
to say "why not pass a law
which encourages teens to say
'no' to sexual activity!' This is
just not realistic.
Granted, 50 percent or so of
the teens are not becoming sexually active and we need to encourage them to stand by their
decision. But we cannot forget
the special needs of the teens
who do become sexually active.
As you may know, a group

Commentary

has been formed to try to pass
a law which they claim will improve family/teen communication by requiring a girl under
the age of 18 to obtain parental
or judge consent before
undergoing a pregnancy termination.
I will accept that the sponsoring group is well intentioned,
but passing this law as a quickfix to a complex situation is not
the way to bring about a meaningful, long-term solution.
In considering your approach
to this problem please consider
these three points:
1) No minor girl in Maine
now has an abortion without in-

formed consent, counseling,
and family involvement when
appropriate.
2) The report of the Governor's Task Force on Adolescent
Pregnancy has no mention of
the need for a consent law, and
all efforts need to be directed
toward its recommendations.
3) Studies show that passage
of this type of law can make
things worse by causing teens to
delay the use of available family planning and health services.
Laws like this parental consent requirement create a censorship in the physician/patient
relationship and discourage
teens from seeking proper help

in their local area.
There is a need for all people
concerned with this issue of
teen pregnancy to have a rational meeting of the minds.
encourage you to acquaint
yourself with the Task Force
report so we can come together
to support the recommendations of this fine effort on
behalf of the teens and families
of our great state of Maine..
Please contact me if you
would like to discuss this further or would like more
information.
Sincerely,
Parker F. Harris, M.D

Samanta Bikranta Gopalchandra

Happy New Year 2043 V.S.
Hi! If you happen to read the above heading, then
please wipe off that confused look on your face.
This is not January 1st, 1987 but...
According to Indian Hindu calendar the year 2043
Vikram Samvat starts Nov. 1, 1986. The last day of
the year is celebrated as Diwali.
Diwali originated to commemorate the homecoming of God Shree Ram after his 14 years away from
his kingdom, Ayodhiya. God Shree Ram is one of
the incarnations of the preserver of the universe.
When God Shree Ram was on Earth he won a battle against the demon king Ravana of Lanka (now
Sri Lanka).
The Diwali is one of the biggest festivals in India.
During this time there is a long vacation for
school and college students, and businesses have a
three or four day holiday. All books of accounts for
that year are closed before Diwali and after Diwali,
new books of accounts are opened up.

Socially on Diwali day, which always occurs on
Amavas -- the night of the new moon, all the
children burn firecrackers and light candles in their
homes and yards.
All children and adults visit their friends to give
good wishes for the new year. During this time, all
old enmities and hard feelings are forgotten and a
new relationship is born with the birth of the new
year.
Actually, the new year celebration starts three days
before the new year. Three days before the new year
is celebrated as Laxmipujan, which means that Goddess Laxmi (Goddess of Wealth) is worshipped. It
is prayed thatShe may be kind enough and give more
wealth for the coming new year.
Two days before the new year, Goddess Mahakali
(Goddess of Ghosts) is worshipped and it is prayed
that She may be kind enough and keep away the
ghosts from the living humans.

One day before the new year is celebrated as
Diwali and in the cities and urban areas, people light
fireworks the whole night until the dawn of new
year.
The new year is celebrated with edible sweets and
sweet words. The second day of the new year is
celebrated as Bhai Bij. Bhai Bij means "brothers'
day." On this day sisters invite brothers to their
home for lunch or dinner and in turn brothers give
gifts and they both remember their childhood days.
On the third day, it's back to school again.

—Mr. Samanta Bikranla Gopalchandra is a student
from India. He has been an MBA student since Sept.
1986, as well as the Assistant Business Managerfor
The Daily Maine Campus Samanta is also an Internationalfolk dancer and an off-campus senator

The Maine Campus does not endorse any candidate in the upcoming election. We must receive letters concerning it by Oct. 30.
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Ozone lyer returning after radiation scare
NEW YORK (AP) — An unusual
peak of solar activity may have caused
the recent decline in the Earth's protective ozone layer, and the ozone may be
returning now that the sun's activity has
subsided, says a study to be published
Thursday.
The findings argue against the contention that ozone depletion is due primarily to man-made chemicals, including the
chlorofluorocarbons used as refrigerants
and aerosol propellants.
Interest in changes in the ozone level
has intensified in recent months following the discovery of a pronounced depletion of ozone over Antarctica, suggesting
that atmospheric ozone destruction may
be more severe than previously realized.
Newly analyzed satellite observations
show increases of up to 75 percent in

nitrogen dioxide in the stratosphere between 1979 and 1984, said one of the
authors of the new study, Linwood B.
Callis of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center in Hampton, Va.
The nitrogen dioxide was formed by
solar energy, and it led in turn to the formation of other nittrogen compounds
that are known to promote the destruction of ozone; Callis said in an interview'
Wednesday.
Ozone in the upper atmosphere
shields the Earth's surface from some of
the sun's harmful ultraviolet radiation.
The increased ultraviolet radiation
that would reach the Earth's surface if
the atmospheric ozone continued to
diminish could change weather patterns

Halloween
Record and Tape Sale
All this week (through 11/1)
Buy one new LP or cassette at reg. price
and get $1 off any other new LP or cassette

also contribute to the so-called
greenhouse effect, a gradual warming of
the Earth attributed primarily to an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide,
which traps the sun's heat, he said.

and climate, affect the growth of plants
and increase the incidence of skin cancer,
said Callis.
Changes of ozone, an ionized form of
oxygen, in the lower stratosphere could

•Envtronment

to do battle with Maine's once-enormous
spruce budworm pesticide program,
prefers the label "public citizen."
Yerxa, who several years ago got into
an arguement over pesticides with Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan outside of the Blaine
House before TV camera crews, was
quick to point out he was raised in a
-fundamentalist farm family" and was
'
a Republican until 1974.
A Cooper resident who says paper
companies are not planting trees as fast
as they are cutting them .clown, Yerxa
also calls himself a conservationist. He.
says that term smacks of "a kind of Teddy Roosevelt Republicanism," rather
than environmentalism, which he says
still conjures up a negative image in his
Washington County district.

already survived challenges in the
primaries.
Whatever their motivation, most of
the candidates are Democrats in tough
races against Republican legislators, and
some have sought to tone down their activist images in an attempt to appeal to
the broadest cross-section of voters.
Senate candidate William E. "BO'
Yerxa II, who formed Protect our En
vironment from Spray Toxins, or PEST

Bible Study
Tonight, 6:30, So, Bangor Lounge
"Thinking Biblically"

PLUS
T

(continued from page 5)

10% off all used LP's

Be Sure to Ride
the Local...

PLUS
All "Classical" CD's $12.99
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Late Night Local

Thursday, Friday,

Selected Rock and Jazz CD's $12.99
(reg $13.99)

and Saturday nights

AND
Specials on blank-cassettes.
floppy disks, guitar strings
and used audio equipment.

DICK DAVIES
SPEAKS OUT:

Dr. Records & Mr. Fix-it, 20 Main St.
Orono - 866-7874

LIS

Dear Friends.

Maine Masque "'heat rc presents

The Cave Pitteilais
•
•/

The campaigns are almost over and the time has come for you, the
voters, to make your choices for the many officers on the ballot. We
are a great democracy and you have a responsibilits , even an obligation, to make your best judgment as to who can make our system
of government work. It is not an easy job, in part because we
can't
know what issues, what crises our elected leaders will have to
face.
The best criteria for evaluating candidates are character, integrity
and judgment If our elected officials exhibit these factors, they can
be expected to make the best decisions.
I am writing to urge that you consider Paula Ashton for election
to the Legislature from District 110. Paula has demonstrated all three
criteria in her personal life, and I expect her to bring character, integrity and judgment to bear on her duties in the Legislature. This
distinguishes her from her opponent, John Bott, who has repeatedly
shown his willingness to misrepresent both the truth and his constituents in order to get elected. Mr. Bott has claimed he led the fight
to fund the University. The truth is that he soted against the University funding bill six times and lied to his constituents.
When you go to the polls on November 4, 1986, remember that the
Democratic Party and Governor Brennan made it happen for the
University of Maine. John Bott and most of his Republican colleagues
in the Legislature opposed all the proposals for rasing the money
necessary to properly fund the University of Maine.
Vote for integrity. Vote for Paula Ashton.
,iincerely,

C

a heart-warming comedy
by William Saroyan
Pavilion Theatre October 30 through November 2
Matinee at 2:00 p.m. November 2
Freshmen only SI.50
General ‘dmission S3.00

-RSD/cd

0 Call

581-1755

Or Commttlat 10 Elect Agaton

Richard S. Davies
Special Assistant to
Governor Orennan and
forme, State Representative
from Orono (1975 - 1982)
Maryanne Sax, craopetioo Ed Hanson treas,ter

ber 30, 1986.
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Reagan stumps for Republican candidates

ie so-called
al warming of
arily to an inrbon dioxide,
a, he said.

WASHINGTON (AP)
President
Reagan is considered a potent campaign
weapon for Republican candidates, but
his appearances on the stump aren't free
An overnight stay and a speech at a
campaign rally can run up tens of
thousands of dollars worth of expenses,
such as air fare, lodging, food and the
cost of an advance team that arrives clays
ahead of the visit to plan the itinerary.

from page 5)
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Who pays the WO
Officials at the White House and
Republican National Committee said
Reagan's political travel is paid for by
candidates and state party organizations,
not by taxpayers.
"There is a genuine effort to comply
with the underlying principle that campaign expenses should not be paid for

by the taxpayers," said Jay B. Stevens,
White House deputy counsel.
Frequently, however, Reagan's
political activities overlap with his official duties. Then, the costs are divided
between campaign accounts and the
government.
Stevens said an official log is kept of
how Reagan spends his time on the
ground, and expenses are apportioned
accordingly. Air fare costs are based on
commercial rates.
"There are tough calls to make" in
splitting up the charges. Stevens said.
"The guiding principle is that if it's
predominantly a political activity, it
should be paid for by the political
funds."
For example, if Reagan huddles with

his foreign policy advisor for 10 minutes
during an hour-long campaign stop, the
government will pay one-sixth of the entire cost of the trip, and the campaign
fund will pay five-sixths, Stevens said.
"If there is a particular, significant expense incurred that would be easily identifiable as being political or official, then
that would not be put into the apportionment formula" but would be paid
outright, Stevens said.
"By its nature it's a rough process,"
he said.
In Colorado, where Republican Rep.
Ken Kramer is locked in a tough Senate
fight, his campaign committee has
budgeted $50,000 to $75,000 for an overnight stay and campaign appearance
Thursday by Reagan in Colorado
Springs.

"We pay for everything, from fuel to
housing," said Lisa Noble, Kramer's
press secretary.
Usually, though, Reagan's visits can
pay for themselves — and sometimes a
lot more
Reagan made a quick airport stop in
Denver for Kramer on Sept. 8, as the
president and his wife Nancy flew home
from a three-week vacation in California. That appearance raised roughly
$912,000, Noble said. She estimated
Reagan's expenses on that trip at
$25,000.
A tund-raiser is also planned in connection with Reagan's visit this week,
and the goal is to pay for the cost of the
president's stop, she said.

Kremlin revamping its emigration agencies
MOSCOW (AP) — A senior officia
said Wednesday the Kremlin is revamping its emigration agencies, but he
described existing Soviet human rights
policy as "humane" and gave no indication that the tough stance on exit visas
will change
Yuri Kashlev, head of the Foreign
Ministry's new humanitarian and
cultural relations department, said the

changes would be published, but he did
not say when or provide details.
Left unclear was whether he referred
to new laws and procedures or simply to
a new administrative structure for the
bureaucracy that supervises issuance of
emigration documents.
KashIc-v spoke of emigration policy in
response to an American reporter's ques-

Costume Rental
Orono Floral Boutique
38 Main St., Orono
866-3557

tion during a news conference about next
month's meeting in Vienna on European
security and cooperation. He will lead
the Soviet delegation to the conference,
a follow-up to the 1975 Helsinki
agreements.

Although the government has become
more open about human rights under
Mikhail S. Gorbachev's leadership, increasingly tight ceilings placed on
emigration since the late 1970's have not
been lifted.

U MAINE CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS
Informational meeting on Tuesday, November 3
at 6:00 pm. Classroom 101 Memorial Gym. No
experience necessary. Guys and girls welcome.
Questions? Call Coach Lissa King at 581-4538.

LISTEN TO WHAT OUR LEADERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT

ROB TRIPPE
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"While campaigning with Rob in Old Town, it is quite apparent to me
that Rob possesses the young and energetic attitude that we need in
Augusta to direct our future' - Rep. Olympia Snowe
"Rob will bring energy, good judgment, compassion and integrity to
the legislature. Therefore, I strongly endorse his candidacy for District
13I!' - Senator William Cohen
"Rob Trippe has tremendous energy and enthusiasm. His spirit, coupled
with his sincere concern for the people of Old Town, will make him a
fine representative for District 1317 - Rep. Jock McKernan

ON NOV. 4

VOTE ROB TRIPPE

OUR LEADER'S CHOICE

THE STUDENT'S CHOICE

FOR OLD TOWN

DISTRICT 131
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NEWS BRIEFS
-U-S. consultants
waste millions
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Social Security Administration
wasted millions of dollars on unnecessary medical exams and tests in
its zeal to knock a half-million off the
disability rolls from 1§81 to 1984, a
congressional
panel charged
Wednesday.
The government allowed private
physicians hired as consultants "to
overbill and overschedule examinations," and let them mark up lab
fees by 300 and 400 percent, said a
report by a House Government
Operations subcommitee.

The spiraling use of the medical
consultants "was a major factor in the
three-year disability nightmare" that
ended when the Reagan administration, under pressure from Congress,
governors and the courts, halted the
disability reviews in 1984, the report
said.

Dead body
identified
BANGOR, Maine(AP) — Bangor
police Wednesday identified a woman
whose body they found in the
Penobscot River as Kathleen M. Otis
of Bangor.

Lt. Donald O'Halloran said
relatives and friends positively identified the 27-year-old woman
Wednesday.
Police did not suspect foul play at
this point, he said, but are continuing to investigate all possibilities.
An autopsy showed Ms. Otis,
whose body was discovered Monday
night, died of hypothermia.
O'Halloran said witnesses heard
her calling for help, but apparently no
one saw how she ended up in the river
in the first place.

Wounded Afghans
treated in N.H.
NEWINGTON, N.H.(AP) — Five
Afghans hurt during fighting between

Open Rush
Tonight from7-9 pm
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Soviet troops and rebels in
Afghanistan arrived in New Hampshire Wednesday for medical care.
The Afghans, who arrived at Pease
Air Force Base, said through a
translator that they are glad to be in
the United States and thankful for the
offer of medical treatment.
The Afghans will be treated at
Catholic Medical Center in Manchester. U.S. Sen. Gordon Humphrey,
R-N.H., said-the hospital is donating
its resolirces. He said the Afghans are
expected to stay in the ManchestIr
area for two or three months. They
have been refugees in Pakistan since
sustaining their injuries.
The Soviet Union sent troops into
Afghanistan in 1979. An estimated
115,000 Soviet soldiers now are in the
country to help the Afghan army
fight a rebel insurgency.
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Located next to the Steamplant

So you say you love language - be it French, Spanish, or
English? So you get off on COMEDY, not Drahma?
How about this - combine a master of the Queen's
English with a master of comedy who happens to idealize
WOMANHOOD and what have you got?

George Bernard Shaw's

Candida
October 30 - November 15
3 weekends only
Student discount as little as $4 per ticket

Yianni's
Pizza & Pub
University Mall, Orono
827-5421
Join Us For Our Annual

Halloween Costume
Party
Prizes For Best
Costumes
$60 First Prize
$30 Second Prize
$15 Third Prize

k Thursday, October 30
ji Hours: 8 - 11 p.m. 14-1
94,.3333

Int

183 Main St
Bangor

Apple & Peppermint Schnapps
Drinks • $1.10
Miller Light & Meister Brau
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Intramural sports beat
by Kevin Dolan
Staff Writer
Last week's events saw several more
teams crowned champions, as well as the
running of a successful cross country
meet.

In the coed outdoor softball championships, Stodder B scored six runs in
the bottom of the fourth to erase a 5-0
deficit as they went on to defeat the Kennebec K.OS for the title.
Brian Stover of Oak defeated Jim
Chasse of York Vilage, 6-4, 6-3, for the

tennis championship in the men's dorm
singles.
John Benoit and Bert Pratt beat Jon
Wark and Brian Stover of Oak for the
title in the men's dorm/independent
doubles.
Benoit and Pratt will take on Kevin

Chasse and Stan Moyer from ATO for
the campus championship.
Chasse and Moyer defeated Steve
Stanley and Jerry McQueeney of Delta
Upsilon for the fraternity title.
Chasse will also play Stanley for the
fraternity singles championship. Phil
(see INTRAMURAL page 12

RE-ELECT
November 4
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

John Bott
"Experience That Works For You!" In his first
two terms, John Bott demonstrated he has the
experience needed to get results. Whether fighting
for University of Maine funding and reforms, or
taking an active role in the Orono community,
John Bott has proven he can deliver!
Bactund:
B.A
iversity Of Maine (History/Political Science) 1982
Admi
ns Counselor - University Of Maine
Worked in Banking and Insurance
111th Legislature
Member:
112th Legislature
Maine Society of Entrepeneurs
League of Women Voters
Orono - Old Town Kiwanis
Friends of Maine Hockey
Service:
Joint Standing Committee on Education
Joint Standing Committee on Legal Affairs
President Johnson's Off-Campus Steering Committee
Advisory Committee for the Maine Center for the Arts

John has also served on committees that dealt with the 1984 Education Reform Act, review
of the Orono campus budgot, and review of the Cooperative Extension Service Program. John
was special representative to the Appropriations Committee while the University funding was
at stake.

John intraduced legislation that led directly to passage of a $15 million
down payment for improving the University of Maine System, $8.5 million
of which has gone to Orono. Of his efforts in supporting an election year
tax increase, here's what University officials had to say about John's efforts.
"Here at the University we are indebted to you for untiring efforts you made on our
behalf The future looks brighter because of what you did."
- President Arthur M. Johnson
"Without your considerate support and the leadership you exercised among your collegues, we would not, now have the opportunity ... to improve the University"
- Harlan Philippi (Acting Chancellor)
"Your leadership on thefloor, and the initiatives you took to enlist to support ofyour
colleagues were very valuable to the University"
- Joseph Hakanson (Chairman B.O.T.)

Because of his strong record on educational issues, John recieved a
unanimous endorsement from the Maine Teachers Association screening committee and has since 'received financial assistance from the M.T.A. in his reelection campaign.
Authorized and paid tor by the John Bott Re-election Campaign, Dana Devoe Treasurer.
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*Intramural
Garwood beat Evan Wallace for the Independent singles title.
In a mild upset, SAE got a lone goal
from Scott Lewis midway through the
first half for the only score of the game
to defeat Querski Express of Estabrooke
for the campus soccer championship.
Ray Walston and Jay Barrows along
with goalie Tim Vacciano played extremely well for SAE as did Sohail
Qureski for the Express.
In water polo, Delta Tau Delta is currently waiting in the winner's bracket to

play the victor of the loser's bracket,
which is between SAE and Sigma Chi in
the fraternity division.
In the non-fraternity division, the Real
Roadducks, an off-campus team, has
made it into the finals and will face the
winner of the Dunn Slippery Nipples/Hancock Moby's Dicks contest.
The campus championship will be
played this Friday at 7:30 PM.
In the cross country meet, the Hancock Harriers overcame Somerset's
strong one-two effort from Kenan Krug

(continued from page 11)

and Matt Herron to win the dorm division by a 51-50 score.
Jeff Driscoll, Bob Lenghill and Scott
Dolan all placed in the top ten overall
to lead Hancock's winning efforts.
Krug's winning time was a 11:51.
In the fraternity division, ATO behind
Mark Costello's win edged out Fiji 62-58
to take-the fraternity title.
Kevin Chasse, Andrew McCourt,Jeff
Morris, and Stan Moyer rounded out the
rest of the scoring for ATO. Costello's
winning time was 12:32.

The intramural swim meet will be held
Sunday. Nov. 9, at 1:30 p.m.

OVERSEAS JOBS.. Summer. yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer.. Australia. Asia_ All
fields. 590072000 mo. Sight-seeing. Free
info. Write IJC, PO BX 52-ME Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

BEANS OF EYGPT. MAINE 1st editions,20 copies_(Orono Floral Boutique)
866-3557.

All entries are due by 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 4.
Basketball officials are needed to officiate in the intramural program. Rules
clinics will be held on Nov. 5 at 7 p.m.
in Room 100 of the Memorial Gym. For
more information, see Dave Ames in
Room 140 of the Memorial Gym.

Classifieds/Personals
Celebrate that special day! All occasion cakes & balloon bouquets
delivered in the Orono area. Call evenings. Campus Greeters. 866-2340
Vs'omen's Weightlifting-If a toned,
firm, well-proportioned body is what
you want. use weightlifting to help you
meet your goal. Join our class to commit yourself to great new fitness program for women, every Tues. &
Thurs. night for the remainder of the
semester, As a part of the class, you
will be able to use the Hilltop Health
Club facilities every M-F from 6 to
"pm. Time: 6-7 pm, Place: Hilltop
Health Club. Cost: VS/semester, Instuctor: Heather Lucas. Sign up at
Hilltop Health Club, Oxford Hall.
Orono studio apartment available
November I, $225 heated. Call
866-3248 after 5:00 pm.

INCEST SURV I% ORS SUPPORT
GROUP for a maximum of 8 femak
students. There will be weekly
meetings on Tuesdays, 4:15-5:30 pm.
All interested women must meet with
one of the group leaders for a screening interview. For more information,
contact Fran Davis or Martha Barry
at the Counseling Center. Call 1392.

WANTED:Performers
for
FO'C'SLE. Friday or Saturday evenings: Jazz, Rock, Blues, Folk.
Dancers, Jugglers. Call 581-1734.

S S S

Nationwide company seeks
leaders in the New England area. Professors, students interested in 5500 to
S2,000 part time income, contact
Jon
Director
Rummler
I -800-437-2251.

Travel field position immediately
available. Good commissions, valuable
work experience, travel, and other
benefits. Call Bill Ryan (toll free)
1-800-433-7747 for a complete information mailer.

LOST: Ladies' purple earring, oldfashioned setting. Great sentimental
value. Lost in or near the Maine Center
for the Arts. Reward offered. Call
581-1578.
TYPING SERVICE - NOTARY T.A.
Woznik 989-3479. Reasonable rates work guaranteed.

SKI MOVIE "Maltese Flamingo" 101
Neville Hall, 7 & 9 pm TONIGHT (Oct.
30). A must for any ski enthusiast! $2.00.

University Typing Set.% ice. Term papers,
reports, theses, etc. Pick up and delivers
Call 827-3689, Ask for Julie

Water polo club. without innertube,
Wallace Pool, co-ed, no experience
necessary. $2 required. For information
call Ben Hillyard 4921, 126 Gannett.

Classifieds are 50 per line per dm,.
thicsifieds are published on I uesdays and
I Minds!,s. Classifieds must be submitted
two dm, prior to desired publication
date.

Invest in Minds
Vote Yes on 9
Help continue your State University's progress in these vital areas:

44
t h Nib.%
May goblins bile y

Library System automation and modernization
Asbestos removal
Access for the handicapped
Phase II of improvement in instructional computing
Chemistry laboratory renovation at Orono
Early Childhood and Special Education Facility at Farmington
Science laboratory renovation at Augusta
Exterior campus improvements at Presque Isle
Library renovation at Fort Kent and Machias
Fine Arts Building renovations at Gorham

Support
Your University
Vote Yes on Question 9
November 4, 1986

Paid for by friends of the University of Maine.
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